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QUICK‒THINKING and WITH
ENDLESS IDEAS, XU ZHEN
is AN ARTIST, CURATOR, and
THE CEO of MADEIN COMPANY,
a CONTEMPORARY ART
PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
WITH A STAFF of OVER FIFTY.
The OVERLAY of BUSINESS
and ART is HIS METHOD of
PRACTICE—CONDUCTED with
CONFIDENCE, SUSPICION of
IDEALISM, and A FASCINATION
WITH TABOO.
ন፥ஐૹǌᡜఅܳៃὊ१௧ʷͯ
ᓨషࠒǌኖ̡࡙ὊՏᤇ௧ᮇН
ՃὊʷࠒదᅌ̋ӡܳͯրࢺᄊे̽
ᓨషѹͻیНՃᄊᯫࣞੰᛡ߾Ǎ
ˊ֗ᓨషᄊ᧘ԯ௧̵ᄊࠄขὊ
Х˗ࣜᅌᒭηǌࠫ˧˟ॷᄊখ
ႡὊ֗ࠫህॼᄊᤚǍ
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The moment you label something, you take a step – I mean, you
can never go back again to seeing it unlabelled.
—Andy Warhol
ut of a need for comprehension, we like putting labels on artists. But the labels of our
age are not made of elegant, smooth matte
vinyl lettering, shimmering in a white cube:
they are the hashtags that appear, millions
per second, on social networks. There is
a wide array of hashtags associated with Xu Zhen: #artist,
#bossofMadeIn, #Xuzhen (the brand), #curator, #BizArt, #photography, #video, #painting, #sculpture, #performanceart, #internetart, #politicalart, #conceptualart... In the Post-Internet
era, the formation and dissemination of concepts are not linear, temporal or geographical—and yet the mainstream art
world continues to divide artists into two camps, according
to dichotomized concepts such as East and West, modern and
contemporary. But how much distance lies between those artists whose concepts operate in idealistic settings, their visions
exceeding their present circumstances, and the concepts with
which we label them? We must explain unknown concepts
with known ones, believing that new ideas do not drop out of
the blue, removed from older systems.
rom Xu Zhen’s perspective, he has no preconception. Indeed, were his thinking conceptual, then perhaps, out of moral concerns, he
wouldn’t have hired a Guinean child living in
Guangzhou to star in The Starving of Sudan
(2008), re-enacting a Pulitzer-winning image of a
gaunt African girl lying on the ground; perhaps, due to considerations involving sensitive issues of colonialism, racism and
female objectification, he wouldn’t have installed sculptures
of nude African women wearing ornate headpieces in Play—4
(2011); perhaps, in resistance to the over-commercialization of
art, he wouldn’t have let MadeIn’s tentacles extend into largescale production of art derivatives. It is as the artist himself
has stated: “Many things cannot be taken for granted.” It is
precisely because he rejects preconceptions that he can reply
to questions regarding his morals with confidence. “People
often ask me why I have no sense of morality,” he says. “My
initial reaction is, what is this so-called moral sense? You may
say that what is intrinsic to humans rarely changes, but the
signified changes drastically over time. If you always abide by
preconceptions, it will be difficult for you to understand the
world. You must let go confidently.”
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ѣ̆ေᝍʽᄊᭊ᜶Ὂੈ̓؞ൔፌᓨషࠒಖ
ኤὊͮᤈ˔̽ᄊಖኤˀ௧Ꮏషᯞᄇܗʽฅ
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ᄊᓨషࠒ̓Ὂ֗ੈ̓˞˨ಖฌᄊഐঐ˨ᫎὊ
ቃብదܸܳᄊᡰሏὝ̓ੈ˞ڂ௧᜶ћώࣃ
ᅼᄊഐঐᝍ᧖ళᅼᄊὊՏੈ̓ԡᄱηὊ
ਫ਼దழᄊഐঐᦐˀ͘߹Лᑲሏ̆ைᄊʹጇὊ
ћቇѣဘǍ

ᒰ࠶̿१ᄊགᄺὊ̵௧దഐঐᄊǍ
ݠ౧̵ࠫ̃ྭᄊေᝍ௧దഐঐᄊὊੋ̵
͘ѣ̆᥋ॴᄊᏦᘽὊˀښǒᯅᯙᄊᔚ˝Ǔ
2008˗ᬸᒭࣹࢷᄊїЯ̎ረඟ࠵ߧ
᧘ဘѾኖॖ˗ֶͻݒჭᰤࢰࢅᄊ᭤ฯݙ
ቨӍӏڡښᄊڤఀ<>Ὑੋ̵͘ѣ̆ࠫ൹ඟ
˟˧ǌመீ൨ǌྭӑݙভ᫈ᮥᄊஐਖὊ
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ᮇНՃᄊᝏᝈ๘ԣ҂ᓨషᛢၷֶᄊܸവ҄
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ᓨషࠒਫ਼ឭþॢܳ̃ৱ௧దϜᄊǍÿ
˞ڂનፐഐঐὊ̵Ի̿ښ᭧ࠫ᥋ॴ᠏Ⴁᄊ
ϋၹᒭηͻ˞ڀንþፃద̡ឭὊͿট
˦ద᥋ॴਖὊੈᄊኄʷԦऄࡃ௧Ὂ̤˦Է
Ϣ᥋ॴਖὝͿԻ̿ឭ̡ዝవ᠏ᄊˌ᜵ԫӑˀ
ܳὊͮ௧᛫᭧ᄊˌ᜵᭤ெழథपǍͿݠ౧
ၹഐঐᄊភὊॢᬲေᝍᤈ˔ˇႍǍऄសॢᒭ
ηڡஊनǍÿ
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e can, on the one hand, examine this questioning of his moral stance on colonialism,
racism, feminism and political correctness
from a Western perspective; but we can
also experience the forceful impact, theatricality and absurdity of his works in a
purely aesthetic way. Xu Zhen is keen on proactively exploring
various facets of things, and I believe that for anyone who is
truly full of creativity and curiosity, the counterpart of happiness is boredom. For Xu Zhen, to work on projects in a
familiar dimension, thereby being able to predict their effect,
is effectively to do the same thing over and over again. From
this point of view, it is perhaps easier for us to understand his
longstanding fascination with taboos, and his interest in taking up multiple identities: artist, curator, gallery owner, CEO.
u Zhen was born in 1977 and graduated from
the Shanghai School of Arts and Crafts. For
most young students in China, to be accepted
into a national art academy is the first step towards success on the path of artistry. Unlike
such artists as Fang Lijun, Yue Min, Zhang
Xiaogang and Wang Guangyi, all of whom attended prestigious art academies before achieving international success in
the contemporary art market, Xu Zhen’s scant educational
background gives more weight to his status as a “self-made”
artist. As early as 2001, a then twenty-four-year-old Zhen was
selected to participate in the 51th Venice Biennale for his video artwork Shouting, marking him as the youngest Chinese
artist exhibited at the Biennale to date. This low-cost video
piece has an intuitive sense of humor like that of Ban Jan
Ader, with Zhen directing the camera at the seething crowd
in busy streets, then causing them to reflexively turn around
with his unexpected cries. This act, while akin to pranking,
is very austere; it seems to reflect an intentional emphasis on
or pursuit of a meaningless situation, recalling the early experiments of “father of Chinese video art” Zhang Peili, which
similarly lay between boredom, absurdity and amusement. In
China, video art began in the mid-’80s. From today's perspective, many prominent early works share fascinating formal
similarities with American video art from the late 1960s—the
appropriation of found footage, absurd performances, exaggerated representations of pop culture and so on. Xu Zhen’s early
video works show similar interests: in Road Show (2001), for
instance, he impersonates a rap musician, performing passionately on stage. What the audience actually hears, however, is
him imitating the voice he makes when having sex; as he ar-
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ᆸదটನᄊТጇὊʷԻ̿ӭጦ̰ਖ߾ʽ
ʹᰎᤈ̏ͻֶᄊфѤҧǌқਖ֗ᕝមভǍ
१௧ʷ˔ښՊவ᭧ᦐ؞ൔሥౝଊጊᄊ̡Ὂ
ੈᄱηࠫʷ˔Ѝ໘ѹᤵҧ֗ॷ݉ݞᄊ̡
ឭὊࣴሉᄊԦ᭧௧ᐊǍࣃښᅼᔵ᧗ڊϢԻ
ᮕᅼ౧ᄊ̃ৱὊࠫ̆१ឭὊ়ণࡃ
̆භᤊښϢᄱՏᄊ̃ৱǍ̰ᤈ˔ᝈएὊੈ̓
ੋఞࠔေᝍ̵ښᓨషѹͻ˗ࠫህॼᄊУ
ᡚὊ̿ԣ̵ᡵᡕᓨషࠒǌኖ̡࡙ǌНՃᏥ
ǌႇचᏥܳ᧘ᢶ͋ᄊѺᛲǍ

1977ࣲѣၷښʽ๒ᄊ१ඌˊ̆ʽ๒ࢺᓨᎿ
ಣǍࠫ̆˗ܸܳڎߦ˸ᓨషᄊߧߕឭὊ
ᤉКࠒڎጟᎿషߦᬓ௧̵̓ᑟܵᮻ᳧ᒑᄊ
ᓨష᥋ᄊኄʷ൦Ǎᄱᣗ̆ඌˊ̆ᗃՐᎿᬓ
ᄊவҧᨇǌࡽஐ՚ǌस௴Ѹǌဍࣹ˧ᤈʷ
తொ̽ेښᓨష࣊ڤʽᖍ४ڎᬅੇҪᄊᓨష
ࠒឭὊ१ᄊᓨషஔᐲᑀఀఞ࠲̵ቊѣʹ
ဘ˞ʷ˔þᒭ˔Јੇࡃᒭ˔ЈÿᄊᓨషࠒǍ
ொښ2001ࣲὊࣲ̩24ࡧᄊ१ࡃ̿ैϸͻ
ֶǒؗǓԠҫ̀ኄ51ࡓࡉޏளԥࣲ࡙ὊΎХ
ੇ˞̀ेڎЯతࣲᣐᄊþࡉޏளÿԠ࡙ᓨ
ష ࠒ Ǎ ᤈ ͈ Ͱ ੇ వ ᄊ ै ϸ ͻ ֶ ద ᅌ B a s Ja n
Ad e r ᓊᄰᝀیᄊࣸᳮὊښ࣊˗࠲ϸ
ࠫюืү˗ᄊ̡ᏆὊཀྵՑၹѣ̡ਓநᄊܸؗ
ծळ̡వᑟᄊ݀ڀԦऄǍᤈመዝͫ̆ͻ
қᄊᛡ˞᭤హጉὊͫ˫҉ښਓूូੋᤝර
ʷመਓ˧ᄊৱܒὊᝨ̡ᐏਇ҂þ˗ैڎϸ
ᓨష˨ÿस۲ҧொరͻֶ˗̮̆ᐊǌᕝ
ម֗దᡚ˨ᫎᄊᓨషࠄᰎǍڎ˗ښὊैϸᓨ
షᡑࣲູ̆̿ՑὊܹ̭ښᄺὊॢܳᗃ
Րᄊொరͻֶښॎरʽ֗ᡑູ̆60ࣲ̽Ցర
ᄊᎿैڎϸᓨషద᭤దᡚᄊᄱͫགὊࠫݠ
ጉెᄊþାÿǌᕝមᄊᛡ˞᛫ǌࠫืᛡ
ӑᄊ݂सፂǍ१ொరᄊैϸͻֶ̖
దዝͫᄊ࡙ဘὊඋݠѹͻ̆2000ࣲᄊǒࢸڀ
ጇѵǓ˗Ὂ̵ંᒭࣂ੶ੇʷ˔ឭ˭ׯὊښ
ᓂԼʽҧѣὊᏫ͕զ҂ᄊԂ௧̵വ͌
ভྖᄊܦᮃǍͧᬤᅌᰴᄊ˚Ὂݽጼద
ᤉКႇ᭧ᄊ͕༏ৱ࠹ԷὊͫ˫֗ߤ࿘ᄊ˭
҂౽መ̉үǍ

េᤈʷర१ᄊѹͻὊੋᏨេ͊͵రᓨ
షࠒᄊѹͻὊᦐᬲ̿ሏन̵ਫ਼ܫᄊᇫ͘ӑ
ဗܒǍ̭ܹ֗ੇྀᄊᓨషቇᫎԣ࣊ڤˀՏὊ
Мǌ˵ӡࣲ̽ᄊ˗ैڎϸᓨష௧̆ܫӧڡʾ
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rives at his climax, the viewers, who remain off-screen, scream
excitedly, as if they’re engaging in some interaction with the
lonely musician.
n discussing Xu Zhen’s work from this period, it is
impossible to ignore the social and cultural context in
which they were produced. Despite their esteemed place
in today’s developed art spaces and art market, Chinese
video art was for many years a semi-underground movement; as late as 1998, artists like Xu Zhen, Alexander
Brandt and Yang Zhenzhong were organizing mixed-media exhibitions in rented basements, only to have them promptly shut
down by police order. In response, Xu Zhen joined a group of
artists in founding BizArt, the first non-profit artistic organization in Shanghai. As Davide Quadrio, the Italian curator and
co-founder of BizArt once wrote, “A group of artists, curators,
and gallery managers, committed to creating a suitable environment for the survival of contemporary art in Shanghai in late
’90s... This is how BizArt was founded.” At that time, Xu Zhen
was no longer simply an artist, but a leader invested in changing
the living conditions of contemporary art in Shanghai. In the
absence of legitimate exhibition spaces and official acknowledgment of their works, they produced works and held exhibitions
on their own. In 1999, for instance, Xu Zhen was involved in
the preparation of a project named Supermarket Exhibition.
Held in a shopping center, the exhibition was divided into two
sections: one was a parody of the small commodities market,
intended as a satire of the commercialization of artworks; the
other was reserved for performance art and installations. Although officials shut down the exhibition within a day of its
opening, it remains a milestone event in the history of contemporary art in Shanghai.
nterestingly, after an interval of eight years, Xu Zhen
created Supermarket in 2007. The installation is a 1:1
reproduction of a typical Chinese supermarket. From
soft drinks, cigarettes and dairy product to pickles,
dried fruits, newspapers and liquor, the “products”
appear to be plentiful, but one soon realized that there
was nothing inside any of the packages. Objects that have lost
their intended functions become another kind of commodity
in an artistic context—at the cash registers near the exit, visitors can purchase any item at its typical grocery store price.
Its 1999 iteration had been staged outside an art institution;
by 2007, however, Chinese contemporary art had completed its
transition to the commercial mainstream. In turn, as Xu Zhen
proceeded to exhibit this installation around the world, it also
became an artistic concept that could be commercialized.
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࿄গᄊὊၵᒰᄰ҂1998ࣲὊʷᏆᓨషࠒښ१
ǌᮻᔱ౧֗˗ᄊࣜᮗʾὊښʽ๒ʷ˔
˚ምᄊڡʾࠉ᧗Ὂតڏˡҩʷʹܳڤ
࡙ᄊϋὊతጼᤇ௧ᜂவҿ̾ϣҩ̀Ὂ
ेښ˞ڂὊ˗߾ڎவᤇಪవˀᝣܳʹ
ᓨషὊ̵̓ښᄺὊᤈԶ௧ʷመˀѾ̆
ሷࠀᄊߛښǍͮՏࣲὊ˷௧ʽ๒తொᄊ᭤ᖹ
ѾᓨషúúඋᏣᓨష˗ॷѹҩᄊʷࣲǍ
१௧ѹҩ̡˨ʷǍ

֗१СՏѹथඋᏣᄊਓܸѾኖ̡࡙˭ܸ៰
ఢᤈನи᥋þʷᏆᓨషࠒǌኖ̡࡙֗ႇच
ፃᖹᏨὊښ90ࣲ̽Ցరᒱҧ̆ѹᤵʷመᤠՌ
ʽ๒े̽ᓨషၷߛᄊဗܒᤈࡃ௧උᏣᓨ
ష˗ॷᄊѹथሮǍÿ१ेښࣃፃˀ௧
ӭጦᄊᓨషѹͻᏨὊᏫ௧ͻ˞ᤈڤஈԫʽ๒
े̽ᓨషၷߛဗܒᄊำᡤѬߕ˨ʷǍښద
ቇᫎϢ࡙ǌͻֶˀᜂ߾வᝣᄊৱц
ʾὊ࡙ᤇ௧᜶ϢὊͻֶᤇ௧᜶ϢὊᓨష˷
ᤇ௧᜶ϢǍ1999ࣲὊ१Ԡˁኢ̀ܬʷ˔ࠀ
Ր˞þᡔ࡙࣊ÿᄊᮊᄬὊ࡙ښʷ˔᠔
ྭ˗ॷ᧗ὊѬ˞ː˔࡙ӝʷ˔വ͌࠵ֶ
࣊ڤὊ҈ˊӑᄊᓨషֶὊԳʷ˔࡙ӝѷ
႑ፌՊመᛡ˞ᓨష֗ᜉᎶǍᙊཀྵښन࣫ᄊኄ
ܹ̄Ὂ࡙ࡃᜂ߾வТ᫇̀Ὂ߲ͮඌብੇ˞
̀ʽ๒े̽ᓨషԾʷ˔᧗ሮᇀᄊ͈̃Ǎ

దਓনᄊ௧ὊᬦМࣲ˨ՑὊ१̆2007ࣲ
ѹͻ̀ͻֶǒᡔ࣊ǓǍᤈ௧͈ો 1:1 ᄊඋΓܭ
҄̀ʷ˔Чیᄊ˗ڎᡔ࣊ᄊᜉᎶͻֶǍֶ
ᄺͫမူ໘ᄬὊ̰ුඵǌᯮཏǌֶ҄ݛ҂จ
ᖝǌࣰ౧ǌઑጮǌᄇᦥὊӊ̀˗ڎᤰۢ
࣊ࡐඟᄊெਫ਼ᭊὊᏫࠄᬅʽὊᤈֶ̏ᬔ
̀ӊᜉ˨ܱЯᦊቇቇ˷ݠὊܿԝ̀ࠄ᠏Ҫᑟ
ᄊྭֶὊښᓨషឦܒʾԫ˞Գʷመֶúú
ښѣᬄᤃᄊஆᩐԼὊԠᏨᑟ͉ܵ̿
ಫ᠔˼߲̓Ǎ֗१ښ1999ࣲኢѳԧၷښᓨ
షܱڊᄊþᡔ࡙࣊ÿᄱඋὊज़Ὂ˗
ࣃڎፃ߹ੇ̀Քे̽ᓨష˟ืӑ֗ˊӑᄊ
ᣁԫὊ१ˀ̩ˇښႍՊ࡙ڡѣᤈ͈ͻֶὊ
߲˷ੇ˞̀Ի̿ᜂֶӑᄊᓨషঐǍ

ʷࣲ˨ՑὊԁ2009ࣲὊ१ੇቡ̀ᮇ
MadeInНՃǍᤈࠒܫڡʽ๒ӝǌᄬ
Ғ  വ ద 5 0 ܳ Ր ր ࢺ ᄊ े ̽ ᓨ ష ѹ ͻ Н Ճ Ὂ
ښ१ᄊᓨషૉʾᤉᛡᓨషֶѹͻ֗҄
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year later, Xu Zhen founded MadeIn, an art
production company with a staff of over fifty employees based in a suburb of Shanghai.
MadeIn not only creates and produces artworks based on Xuzhen’s artistic direction,
but also has its own gallery promoting young
artists; recently, it also launched the brand PIMO, selling art
derivatives. Its business model as both a studio and a company recalls artists like Andy Warhol, Jeff Koons and Takashi
Murakami, each of whom consistently promote the integration
of art and business. In response, Zhen points out, “I paint,
and so does he—but why doesn't anyone ask whether there is
a difference there?... Our current mode as a company is a kind
of art in itself; the company is an artist. In this age, whether
you're practicing art or venturing in business, you are nonetheless in a creative process.”
hile Xu Zhen claims that the company staff
often cannot keep up with his rapid rate
of creative thinking, MadeIn’s output in
the last few years could definitely be described as “plentiful.” Whether it is the
exhibitions “Seeing One’s Own Eyes” and
“Lonely Miracle” (both 2009), filled with Middle-Eastern symbols; the comic-themed 2009 series “Spread,” a collage of cloth
featuring the style of “Gaudy art” and “political pop”; Eternity, a 2013 installation connecting the heads of the Winged
Victory of Samothrace and Tianlongshan Grottoes Bodhisattva; European Thousand-Arms Classical Sculpture (2014),
which combines a Buddhist thousand-arms Guanyin statue
and Western classical statues; or the 2013 “Under Heaven”
series, “painted” with a cream dispenser that piles up pigment
on canvas, the artworks produced by MadeIn are spectacular, filled with political and cultural labels without aspiring to
profound meaning. They recall various elements of the vanity
fair as depicted in the film The Great Gatsby: hedonism, consumption, transience, casualness, sensory stimulation and an
impressive display of power and influence.
f course, this materialistic world does truly
exist in contemporary China. When discussing China’s current situation, in which the
development of art is largely driven by capital, Xu Zhen believes that commercialism
provides an abundance of possibilities, but
is in and of itself a massive trap. Nevertheless, Zhen remains
adept at weighing situations and puts extreme emphasis on
the connection between art and social reality, arguing that it
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ͻὊ˷దᒭࣂᄊႇचὊࣲࣹᣐᓨషࠒὊᤃ
రᤇѣ̀ѣᓨషᛢၷֶᄊֶྡþᄕඐÿ
PIMOǍᤈನ௧ͻڪԡ௧НՃᄊവ
रὊॢࠔᝨ̡ᐏਇᡑ߷ᤔeෘ᭑  ౕܻe
ௗள֗ేʽᬠूҧᤉᓨషፇՌˊᄊᓨ
షࠒ̓ǍࠫὊୱ᫂ᣁ૱ഐঐᄊ१ᤈನឭ
᥋þඋ˷ੈݠ௧ႇႇὊ̵˷௧ႇႇὊᥧ˦
˞̤˦ద̡ˀԝ᫈Ὂᤈ˔దదӝѿքὝ
НՃᤈ˔വरవᢶࡃ௧ᓨషὊНՃࡃ௧ᓨష
ࠒǍښᤈ˔̽ὊˀኮͿ௧ѹͻᤇ௧ѹˊὊ
ᦐ௧ښѹᤵǍÿ

ᙊཀྵ१᛫ᇨНՃրࢺፃᡲˀʽ̵ᮻঌ
ᣁᄊѹਓᤴएὊᮇНՃᤃࣲᄊѹͻፐࠫ
Ի̿ၹþမူ໘ᄬÿॎࠔǍ௧Ѝ໘̀
˗ˌኀՂᄊጇѵ࡙þᄺᒭࣂᄊᅋᅓÿ
֗þߤ࿘ᄊ݉ᤜÿ2009Ὂ ̿ႇ˞ᮥ
ెǌþᓥΰᓨషÿˁþฉÿ᮳ಫ௭ᗃ
ᄊ࣋ᓨૃጇѵǒᗼणǓ2009Ὂં
ᖆྲઢளᄊ Ѿݙᇸܹ֗ᴝࡣᆃቘᖣᖼӧᡪ
ϸ݀ᦊࠫଌᄊǒභၷǓᜉᎶ2013Ὂፇ
Ռ̀ͺஔӢᮃϸ֗᜵வԱЧᬿϸᄊǒൗ
ฯӢԱЧᬿ܈Ǔ2014Ὂᤇ௧̿Ϣᙬዽ
ၹᄊݛ෴౯۷ሥ෴ႇᮨநᏫþፋ҄ÿੇᄊǒ
ܹʾǓጇѵ2013Ὂᮇѣֶᄊᓨషֶ݄
̡ᅋုὊЍ໘֗ӑಖኤὊͮˀᤝቃງ
ࡏᄊե˧Ὂࡃϸ௧ǒܸ͛ᄊᄦᕇඋǓႃ
ॖ˗๏ӨˇႍᄊՊመЋጉ̚˭ǌ๗ᠠǌ
ᆁఇǌᬤਓǌਖ߾҈༏ǌܦҹํܸǍेཀྵὊ
ᤈʷྭ᠏ˇႍᄾࠄߛڎ˗̆ښᄊेʾဘࠄ
᧗Ǎښេԣे̭˗ڎᠫవࠫᓨషԧ࡙ܸҧ
үᄊဘ࿄Ὂ१ᝣ˞ὊᠫవଢῚॢܳ
ԻᑟভὊͮవᢶ˷௧ʷ˔ॢܸᄊᬞǍͮՏ
Ὂᤈͯؓ̆ࠆएҹᄊᓨషࠒǌኖ̡࡙ǌ
НՃᏥ֗ႇचᏥὊౝХूូᓨష֗ᇫ͘
ဘࠄᄊᄱТভὊࣳ˅ᝣ˞ᤈӊե̀ߦ֗ˊ
షːவ᭧þߦషॹᮌፃԪͱဘࠄᄊᏦᰎὊ
ᤈ੦௧ᄾࠄᄊߦషὊˀཀྵࡃ௧ጮʽេФǍÿ

१௧ʷ˔ᒭη҂Ի̿ͻѣॢܳᆸѼல
ᄊᓨషࠒὊඋݠþߦషॹᮌፃԪͱဘࠄᄊ
ᏦᰎÿὊþੈˀၹᥖ߶᜵வᄊѷÿ
Ὂþˀऄសएूូ˔̡ভᄊˌ᜵Ὂࡃ௧
ॢእӭὊͿϢ̤̀˦Ὕᤈ˔ˌ᜵దద
ᡚὝÿ̵ࠫឭὊþదᡚÿˀ̩௧ᓨషѹ
ͻᄊॷ᫈ᮥὊ˷௧ʹဘᒭᢶߛښਖЏᤉ

MONOӭܦ᥋

involves aspects of both business and academia: “The academic must be able to survive the challenges of reality. That is the
real academia. Otherwise, it is just empty talk.”
u Zhen is an artist confident enough to make
definite judgments, asserting, “I don’t have to
abide by Western rules,” and “We should not
focus too much on issues that are personal.
It’s that simple: what have you produced? Is
it interesting?” From his point of view, to be
“interesting” is not only the core issue of artistic creation, but
also an important criterion that defines the degree to which
one’s sense of existence has advanced. In addition to artworks
that exist in physical form, several of Zhen’s performances and
installations reflect his “interesting” method of production.
For instance, in the performance March 6 (2002), Xu Zhen
invited one hundred farmers, workers and unemployed people, along with one hundred college students, to dress up in
striped pajamas. He then asked each of them to follow a visitor
at a two-meter distance without talking or making any physical contact, thus allowing visitors to experience a silent form
of communication in a strange but fun situation. Similarly, for
the installation Action of Consciousness, exhibited at the 2011
Armory show in New York, he asked two hidden performers
to throw fifty large objects mid-air inside a sealed cube. These
objects came in various shapes, ranging from limp Tiananmen
Square sculpture models to a half-sized statue of Van Gogh.
The audience outside the cube could only see these objects
for a split second—an allusion to the real-life scenario of art
fairs, where there are too many artworks on display for the
audience’s eyes to absorb. The installation was humorous and
sarcastic, more recreational than critical, conveying a positive
and light-hearted take on recreation and consumption while
thrilling the audience’s sense organs at the same time. It perfectly merits the description of being “interesting.”
n 2013, MadeIn founded the brand Xuzhen. While one
could wonder, given its name, whether Zhen, prompted by the success of MadeIn, is calling for the further
advancement of his sense of existence, he has proven
himself to be an open-minded and flexible company
CEO. In contrast to many artists who, having practiced art for years, still find it very important to adhere to
their original intentions, Xu Zhen believes that as people
change with their experiences and environments, their intentions will change accordingly. An empiricist and pragmatist,
he is capable of making prompt self-adjustments according to
actual situations. From BizArt to MadeIn, from Xu Zhen to
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ভᄊ᧘᜶ಖюǍᬔ̀̿ྭʹॎरߛښᄊ
ᓨషֶὊʷ̏᭤ฌ᧘ဘڤਖᄊᛡ˞֗
ᜉᎶὊ˷ౝᑟʹဘ१þదᡚÿᄊѹͻவ
र Ǎ උ  ̵ ݠொ ࣲ ኖ ѳ ᄊ þ 3థ 6ெ ÿ  2000
᛫˗Ὂᥙឰ̀ʷᄈՐкඟǌࢺ̡֗
ˊ̡ր̿ԣʷᄈՐܸߦၷὊቈʽጯᅔ
ᛨὊඈ˔̡ᦐ̿ːዛᄊᡰሏᳮᳮᡲᬤʷͯ
࡙ԠᏨὊˀ̔េǌˀଌᝏὊᝨԠᏨ
ښʷመᖆՐХݬԡݞနᄊৱцʾʹᰎᤈመ
ܦᄊ̔ืὙԡښݠጱጞйःᓨష࡙ᄊ
ᜉ Ꮆ ͻ ֶ ǒ ਓ គ ᛡ ү Ǔ 2011 Ὂ   ښʷ ˔ ࠛ
᫇ቡவʹ˗ὊːՐᬥᘩᡑᄊ᛫Ꮸં
ֶ͈ܸྭیઋ҂ቇ˗Ǎ߲̓ᄊॎগՊरՊ
ನὊ̰ಁᣄᄊܹ߷᫃ࣹڤᬿ܈വی҂ᰴ
ᄊӧᢶϸˀǍᢶܫቡவʹܱᄊ͕ᄺ҂
߲̓ᄊᫎԶదʷːሚ᧿Ǎᤈመᄰଌॖ࠱
ᓨӰ͘ʽὊ͕᭧ࠫᄬˀఉଌᄊᓨషֶὊ
ܸܳԶᑟፌ҂ʷːሚ᧿ฌਓҧᄊဘࠄڤ
ఀὊࣸᳮᏫ҈Ὂͮ˭ޡভᡔѼভὊ
டʹ͜ᄊ௧ʷመሥౝᣐᄊ๗ᥐǌ๗ᠠ
ὊՏԡࣜదਖ߾ʽᄊ҈༏ভὊ᭤ᤠ
ՌၹþదᡚÿॎࠔǍ

2013ࣲ Ὂ  ᮇ Н Ճ ѹ ቡ ̀ þ १  ÿ ֶ ྡ Ὂ
ᤈˀህᝨ̡ਇ҂Ὂ௧աᮇᄊੇҪὊᝨ
१ᄊߛښਖᭊ᜶ᜂгूӑǍᏫࠄᬅ
ʽὊ१௧ʷͯনनǌ༧ำऄԫᄊН
ՃᏥǍ֗ॢ̰ܳ̃ᓨషࣲܳǌᝣ˞ેڲ
ѺᛲӡѬ᧘᜶ᄊᓨషࠒᄱඋὊ१ᝣ˞Ὂ
̡͘ᬤᅌፃᰎǌဗܒԫӑᏫԫὊᏫѺᛲ˷
͘ᬤᅌ̡ᄊԫӑᏫԫǍ̵࠻ፃᰎ֗ࠄၹ
˟˧Ὂਫ਼̿Ի̿᭤ᤴڡಪࠄҹᤉᛡ
ᒭੈូடǍ̰උᏣ҂ᮇὊ̰१҂þ१
ÿὊ̰᭤ᖹѾ҂ᓨషНՃὊ̰ڡʾࠉ࡙
҂ˇႍˊᓨషᄊతҒጳὊ̰వ̡ѣ
ᄊैϸͻֶ҂ˁᝠ࣎Ռͻᄊᓨషᛢၷֶ
ᩙࣱԼὊ̰ᓨషࠄ҂๗ᠠ˟˧҂
ฉ҂ʾʷ˔Իᑟ१ᦐˀᅼ᥋௧̤˦Ὂ
ᤈͯˁπᤉࣳ˅ښ̽ԫ᭩˗ᖍᄞ
ᄊᓨషࠒ᭤؞ൔၹဘࠄᝍ᧖ဘࠄ
௧ᇫ̔ʹᄊ᧘᜶ভǌᓨషࠒᬤូடᒭ
ᢶᄊॹ᜶ভǌη͉̈́֗ϙᄊᄱࠫভὊᤇ
௧᭤ॷ᫈ᮥᄊˀ᧘᜶ভὊᦐ௧þߛښԁ
ՌေÿᄊǍښ१ᄺὊᓨషࠒᄊߛښਖ
ᭊ᜶ʹဘेښʾᄊဘࠄ᧗Ὂ̵ᝣ˞Ὂ̉ᐏ
ᎪᝨηৌѬ̚ੇ˞ྐཁरὊᤈᝨᓨషࠒ

X U Z H E N १

Xuzhen, from a nonprofit organization to an art enterprise,
from exhibitions in the basement to the forefront of global
commercial art, from starring in self-produced video works to
collaborating with designers on a platform that sells art derivatives, from artistic practice to consumerism, followed by political pop: perhaps even Xu Zhen himself doesn’t know what
his next label will be. But as an artist who advances with the
times, and frequently benefits from their evolutions, Xu Zhen
is keen on explaining reality with reality: whether it be the
importance of social media, the necessity for artists to make
self-adjustments, the relativity of personal beliefs and values,
or the triviality of non-core issues, these are “reasonable by
existence.” For Xu Zhen, an artist’s sense of existence must be
reflected by present reality; as the Internet has allowed information sharing to explode, it leaves no excuse for artists not
to examine their own positions from the perspectives of space
and time. Quick-thinking and with endless ideas, he has little
interest in art that is nostalgic; his practice, a comprehensive
production of business, art, and academia, incessantly inspires
our curiosity and excitement. Whatever form his output takes,
one believes that he will continue making interesting attempts
inside and outside the realm of artistic production. Perhaps
the end goal of these attempts is to blur and dilute the rigidity
of the ideas he explores, such as the East-West dichotomy, globalization, cultural colonialism, consumerism, commercialism,
and art-as-entertainment. However, in Xu Zhen’s mind, acceptance and rejection are one and the same. No matter what
method he employs, his ultimate concern is the advancement
of his own sense of existence.

Xu Zhen (Chinese, b. 1977) is an artist who lives and works in Shanghai.
He is represented by Long March Space, Bejing; ShanghArt, Shanghai; and
James Cohan, New York/Shanghai. He has had solo shows at institutions
such as the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art, Beijing (2014); the
Minsheng Museum, Shanghai (2012); Kunsthalle Bern, Switzerland (2011);
and S.M.A.K., Gent, Belgium (2009). Furthermore, he has participated in
major international group exhibitions such as “14 Rooms,” co-curated
by Klaus Biesenbach and Hans-Ulrich Obrist, Art Basel (2014); the 12th
Biennale de Lyon (2013); “Art of Change,” Hayward Gallery, UK (2012);
and “The Real Thing: Contemporary Art from China” at Tate Liverpool
(2007). He was also included in the 49th Venice Biennale (2001), and
represented China at the 51st Venice Biennale, (2005). Upcoming projects
include “15 Rooms,” co-curated by Klaus Biesenbach and Hans-Ulrich
Obrist at Long Museum, Shanghai.
Xiaowen Zhu is a documentary filmmaker, media artist, curator and
writer currently based in London.
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Let’s begin by discussing MadeIn,
the “contemporary art creation
company” you founded in 2009.
How is it structured? What makes
the company different from a production workshop like Murakami's
Hiropon Factory?
The company consists of MadeIn
Gallery and the brand XuZhen; we
also run supporting media, such as
the Artbaba Internet forum. It’s a
very comprehensive operation, by no
means limited to artistic projects:
we have people who focus on project
management, creative, administration, etc. As of now, we have around
50 staff, with an office space in Songjiang, Shanghai.
I believe that the difference between
MadeIn and other art companies/enterprises will become more obvious in
the future. Some claim that we work
similarly to Jeff Koons, in that we
are both a studio and a company. For
me, the question depends more on the
scale to which we expand ourselves

DQ: ᯫЏὊੈ̓ЏេេͿښ2009 ࣲ
ѹቡᄊþे̽ᓨషѹͻНՃÿúᮇ
 MadeIn ǍНՃЯᦊፇ௧টನ
ᄊὝ௧ա๘ԣХ̵ᓨషࠒὝᮇ֗ే
ʽᬠᄊᓨషࢺԈద̤˦ӝѿὝ
XZ: ੈ̓ဘ̿ښᮇНՃ˞˟ʹὊద
ᮇႇचǌþ१ÿֶྡὊ˷Ϣஃે
ʹὊඋݠArtbabaᎪባڳǍᤈ௧᭤
፬Ռᄊʷ˔НՃὊˀ̩ᬍ̆ᓨషዝᄊ
ᮊᄬੈ̓ద˄᫃᠇᠊ᮊᄬኮေǌѹਓ
֗ᛡᄊ̡ǍրࢺᄬҒ˞ൣ50˔
̡ὊНՃښʽ๒Ǎ
ੈᝀ४ੈ̓֗ѿᄊᓨషНՃὍࢺԈ࠲
ᄊӝѿ͘ᡕᡕܸὊӊ˷ద̡ឭ
ੈ̓ᡲౕܻeௗள௧ዝͫᄊὊ௧ͻ
ڪԡ௧НՃǍੈᝀ४ఞܳᄊ௧࠲ܸ
ࠒϢ҂̤˦ሮएǍᄬҒᄺὊНՃᤈ
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in the future. As of now, our current
mode as a company is a kind of art
in itself, almost as if the company is
an artist. In this age, whether you're
practicing art or venturing in business, you are nonetheless in a creative
process. The spirit of the time provides art with an abundance of space
and possibilities.
Still, this question remains: How do
the company’s various outlets relate
to each other? For instance, MadeIn
launched the brand “XuZhen” in
2013, producing significant new
pieces under that label. But after a
few years, the brand reappeared under MadeIn's name. How does this
shifting identity influence the actual
creation, production, and marketing
processes?

survive, you must adapt and alter
many of your original intentions.
But none of this changes your end
goal, which is to enhance one's
sense of existence. For me, what
matters is that everything is progressing towards a better state. It’s
unnecessary to declare to what end
we should be changing, because it’s
all viable. As long as it is healthy
and positive, evolution is a strong
gene—and as for the market, the
academic world, or historical positioning, none of these are of great
concern to us.
That’s a fairly provocative idea:
that one might change intentions
but retain his objectives. Others
might insist that they hadn’t deviated from their initial aims.

From our perspective, there aren't
many restrictions. It’s like venturing
into business: As you start, you realize that the market is actually different from what you had envisioned; to

It’s interesting: the idea of an “original intention” can easily bewilder
people. You may come to this aim
within a certain context, but as you
grow more mature, doesn't your

˔വरవᢶࡃ௧ᓨషὊНՃࡃ௧ᓨష
ࠒǍښᤈ˔̽ὊˀኮͿ௧ѹͻᤇ௧ѹ
ˊὊᦐ௧ښѹᤵǍ̽ፌ́ᓨషᄊቇᫎ
֗ԻᑟভॢܳǍ

டὊ͘ஈԫॢܳѺᛲὊͮతጼˀ͘ஈ
ԫͿతጼᄊᄬಖὊ˷ࡃ௧ᝨͿᄊߛښ
ਖ४̿ҫूǍ
ੈᝀ४ʷѭᦐ௧యᅌఞݞᄊவՔᡌὊᤈ
ࡃԻ̿̀Ǎੈ̓˷ˀॹ᜶ឭὊଌʾг
ូடੇ̤˦ನߕὊᦐ˞ڂదԻᑟᄊǍХ
ࠄԶ᜶௧ϤकᄊὊᓢভᄊὊᤉӑᄊ۳ڂ
ॢूὊ࣊ڤὊߦషὊੋ௧ԋԾভᄊ
ࠀͯὊᦐˀ௧ܸܺᄊ᫈ᮥǍ

DQ: ˀ᫈ᮥ̯ཀྵߛښᮇНՃՊ
˔ˀՏᄊѬஃ˨ᫎదᅌটನᄊТጇὝඋ
ݠὊښ2013ࣲὊᮇНՃѣֶ̀ྡþ
१ÿὊཀྵՑԡၹ१ᤈ˔ֶྡѹͻ̀
ॢܳ᧘᜶ᄊͻֶǍͮїࣲՑὊសֶྡԡ
ѣဘ̀ښᮇᄊՐʾǍᤈመᢶ͋ᄊ̔
ణὊࠫͿᄊࠄᬅѹͻὊၷ̗֗࣊ͯࠀڤ
దটನᄊॖ־Ὕ
XZ: Ϳᝯᄊ۳వᦐࠫὊ̓ੈ̰˞ڂᝈ
एឭὊదॢܳᬍ҄ǍࡃϸͿ᜶Ϣ
ၷਓὊࣃፃनݽϢ̀Ὂԧᝀ࣊ࠄڤᬅ
ʽˀ௧ᤈನᄊὊͿ˞̀ϢʾԝὊ͘ូ

DQ: ͿѸ੦ଢ҂ᄊþஈԫѺᛲὊͮ௧ˀ
͘ஈԫᄬಖÿॢదਓনὊ˞ڂѿ̡Իᑟ
͘ឭ̵̰̓ళஈԫѺᛲǍ
XZ: ᤈॢదᡚὊѺᛲ௧ॢࠔ̡̾ᤚ
৵ᄊὊښͿे˞ڂᥧನʷ˔ৱॎʾ̗
ၷᄊѺᛲὊᥧ˦Ϳੇ᫂̀ὊͿᄊѺᛲ
ˀԫՙὝࡃϸੈ̓࠵ϋඈ˔ႄߧᦐ
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“original intention” change? It’s like
how every boy fancied their English
teacher when little, though it is unlikely that they will end up marrying
one. Isn't that a change of original
intention?
That’s true. We may often think of
“original intention” as something
analogous to a goal, but it might
simply be what you’ve called a
“sense of existence.”
Exactly. These things are confusing,
and people tend to mix them up. In
the case of the “sense of existence,”
I believe that if you’ve found it, you
must be accomplished in many respects. But that doesn’t make it a matter of intention. This is why I say that
I am not “conceptual” in my work. I
haven’t much concept of things.
But you seem quite adept at playing
with concepts.
Not really. Much of my work belongs

؞ൔᔮឦᏥ࣎ὊͮͿˀԻᑟܸ᫂ԝޤ
˔ᔮឦᏥ࣎ᄊǍ߹Лː̃ڀὊᤈˀࡃ
Ѻᛲஈԫ̀Ὕ

DQ: ࠫὊԻᑟॢܳϋੈ̓ᝀ४Ѻᛲ௧
ʷ˔ዝͫ̆ᄬಖᄊˌ᜵ὊͮХࠄ߲˷Ի
̿ࡃ௧ͿឭᄊߛښਖǍ
XZ: ࠫࠫὊࠔାˀຍംǍܸࠒࠔ
ຉὊඋݠᝯ̤˦ߛښਖὊХࠄੈᝀ४
Ϳదߛښਖ̀ὊͿదॢܳˌ᜵ࣃፃ҂ͯ
̀Ǎͮ௧ᤈࣳˀឭ߲ࡃ௧ʷ˔ᄬಖǍ
ᤈࡃ௧˞̤˦ੈឭੈ௧దഐঐᄊὊੈ
ࠫ̃ྭదഐঐǍ
DQ: ͮੈᝀ४Ϳ˷ॢ͘နഐঐǍ
XZ:
దὊ௧ੈ˞ڂϢᄊॢܳ௧
ঐᓨషᄊዝیὊͮੈࠫ̃ྭᄊေᝍᦐ
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to the category of conceptual art, but I
generally do not understand things in
a conceptual way. For instance, people
often ask me why I have any sense of
morality. My initial reaction is, what is
this so-called “moral sense?” You may
say that what is intrinsic to humans
rarely changes, but the signified changes drastically over time—which means
that if you abide solely by concepts, it
will be difficult for you to understand
the world. You must let go confidently.
Perhaps I am just confident.
Have you always been?
I’m just never afraid. There isn’t much
to be afraid of. This is the art world,
after all—it won’t kill you.
Last year, you and David Chau established a brand called PIMO,
which produces various limited editions and products based on artists’
works. What’s the connection and
difference between the PIMO and
the gallery?

ˀ௧ၹഐঐভᄊவरǍඋݠፃద̡
ឭὊͿট˦ద᥋ॴਖὊᥧ˦ੈᄊኄ
ʷԦऄࡃ௧Ὂ̤˦ԷϢ᥋ॴਖὝͿԻ
̿ឭ̡ዝవ᠏ᄊˌ᜵ԫӑᄊˀܳὊͮ
௧᛫ᄊˌ᜵ԫӑ᭤ெழథपǍਫ਼
̿Ϳݠ౧ၹഐঐᄊភὊͿॢᬲေᝍᤈ
˔ˇႍǍऄសॢᒭηڡஊनὊԻᑟੈ
උᣗᒭηբǍ

DQ: Ϳ௧ˀ௧ʷᄰᤈ˦ᒭηὝ
XZ: ࡃ௧ˀণُǍॢܳ̃ৱˀၹণὊᓨ
షႍὊ൫ˀ̡̀ᄊǍ
DQ: Ϳ֗ևܸ˞ښԝࣲԧ࣋̀ʷ˔ழᄊ
ֶྡὊԩՐþᄕඐÿὊ֗ᮇТǍþ
ᄕඐÿᝠѳѣՊመಪᓨషࠒͻֶ
ᝠᄊᬍ᧚ྠవֶ̗֗Ǎᮇႇच֗þᄕ

PIMO is a brand for art derivatives,
still in its early stages. David and I
share the belief that contemporary art
operates within a very small circle;
we need to expand it, yet we can’t
simply abandon the ivory tower, or
demand that art should descend from
its current altitude. Therefore we felt
the need to investigate what attracts
most people, and our conclusion is:
consumption. Consumption is directly related to art derivatives, and we
believe that these derivative products will grow into a massive platform. Once we establish this platform,
more people will be in touch with art
and culture.
The new gallery space presents artists under the name of MadeIn. In
this case, is MadeIn an agent for
artists or simply a space meant to
support them? At the end of the day,
is it just another gallery?
I think it is very comprehensive.
We don’t really operate in such a

ඐÿ˨ᫎᄊӝѿ֗Тጇ௧̤˦Ὕ
XZ: þᄕඐÿ௧ੈ̓᜶Ϣᄊᓨషᛢၷ
ֶᄊֶྡὊဘښᤇښொరǍ̭ܹ
ឭὊੈܸ֗˞ᦐᝣ˞Ὂे̽ᓨష௧
ʷ˔ॢቌᄊߕڔǍੈ̓ᭊ᜶ં߲᜶ੱ
ܸὊͮͿˀᑟ̰៶ྥ᧗܉ᡫѣὊͿ
ˀᑟ᜶රᓨష̰ᤈನᄊᰴएʾǍਫ਼
̿ੈ̓ᭊ᜶ᄺʷʾὊద̤˦ˌ᜵௧Ի
̿ծळ҂ፐ̡ܸܳᄊὊᥧ˦Իᑟ௧
๗ᠠǍ๗ᠠࡃᄰଌᡲᓨషᛢၷֶᄱ
ТὊੈ̓ᝀ४ᛢၷֶ࠲͘ੇ˞ʷ˔
ऋܸᄊࣱԼὊ੪ᤰᤈʷ˨ڱՑὊ˷ࡃ
͘దఞܳᄊ̡ଌᝏ҂ᓨష֗ӑǍ

DQ: ᮇНՃʾᄊႇचቇᫎஃે
ࣹᓨషࠒὊښᤈመৱцʾὊᮇᄊࠀ
ͯ֗ͻၹ௧̤˦Ὕ௧ዝͫ̆̽ေ̡ᤇ

MONOӭܦ᥋

static way. For instance, we call it
a gallery, yet for those artists whose
works obviously won’t sell, should we
not offer some support? We should
not limit our business to painting, or
whether or not an artist’s works sell
fast. We should help to generate as
many high-quality artistic phenomena as possible, so that the market
as a whole is supplied with guidance
and atmosphere. We ourselves live
and breathe the art world, but we
have become numb to it, unaware
that society still needs art. It still
needs the kind of art that is strange,
inexplicable, emotional; works that
remain unfathomable even if sold for
a million RMB. The organizational
structure of society itself demands
art as a catalyst.
How does MadeIn divide its resources between presenting and managing other artists and producing
items through XuZhen? Are these
activities ultimately a form of collaboration?

௧ᓨషቇᫎஃે̵̓Ὕᤇ௧ࡃ௧ʷ
˔ႇचὝ
XZ: ੈᝀ४௧ॢ፬ՌᄊǍੈ̓Хࠄˀ
௧ᥧመॢࠀڍᄊவरὊඋݠឭὊੈ̓
ឭ௧ႇचὊͮ˷దʷ̏ʷᄺࡃ௧Ӯˀ
ᄊᓨషࠒὊ ᬲ᥋ͿˀஃેՙὝܸࠒ
ˀ᜶ં˼Ӯࡍᬍښʷसႇੋʷ˔ᓨష
ࠒӮ४ݞˀݞǍੈᝀ४ᤇ௧᜶ࡊԻᑟ
४ܳଢΙᰴ᠏᧚ᄊᓨషဘ៶Ὂ ᤈನட
˔࣊ڤ੦͘దื֗ඡටǍ̓ੈ˞ڂ
ᒭࣂ᫂రښᓨషႍЯὊੈ̓ᦐˀᝀ४Ὂ
᳤ల̀ὊͮХࠄட˔ᇫ͘ᤇ௧ᭊ᜶ᓨష
ᄊǍ߲ᤇ௧ᭊ᜶ᤈመ݉݉ররᄊὊᖆՐ
ХݬᄊὊৱভᄊὊࡊኮͿӮʷᄈʺὊ
߲ᤇ௧ᄺˀਵᄊǍட˔ᇫ͘ᄊጸጻፇ
ᭊ᜶ᓨషϢϴၷҎǍ
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This may sound pretentious, but I
think of MadeIn as producing creativity, not artworks. The artworks are
merely the byproducts of creativity.
This is why we place heavy emphasis
on training, inspiring our colleagues
to learn in various ways. We may
fail much of the time, but eventually, one or two talents do come along.
Although MadeIn is within the realm
of contemporary art, no one knows
how it will develop in the future. I and
we are not willing to be constrained
by a single scope.
As for resource distribution, we make
decisions based on practical considerations. For instance, “Xuzhen” is
currently doing well and is highly
profitable, so that’s been our focus.
Then, once you’ve made “Xuzhen”
into a success, it is easier to work on
other projects with the brand effect.
But we invest more in young artists
than other galleries: for instance, we
will be so attentive that we look into
what a young artist uploads to his
WeChat “moments,” how he titles

things, how he writes descriptions.
We’re interested in digging up the
values that others have witnessed
but not realized.

DQ: ᮇښፃᖹХ̵ᓨషࠒ֗१˨
ᫎটನଂଧʷመࣱᛦὊੋᏨ௧ᤈ̏ำү
తጼᦐ௧ʷመՌͻॎरὝ
XZ: ឭʷ˔උᣗᜉ᥀ᄊភቷὊੈᝀ
४ᮇНՃᄊֶ̗௧ѹᤵҧὊˀ௧ᓨష
ֶὊᓨషֶˀ௧ѹᤵҧ̗ၷᄊˌ᜵Ǎ
ਫ਼̿ੈ̓͘උᣗฌ᧘۲ᝫὊ༏ԧՏ̃ᄊ
Պመᝈएᄊˌ᜵Ǎ˷ॢܿ᠌ὊͮϦ࠷
ॆ͘дѣʷː˔Ǎᙊཀྵੈ̓НՃ௧े
̽ᓨషᔵڊЯᄊНՃὊឺ˷ˀᅼ᥋࠲
͘ड़̤˦ನᄊவՔԧ࡙ǍᏫ˅ੈॢˀਝ
ਓᜂࡍᬍښʷ˔ᔵڊЯǍ
ᒰ̆ឭট˦ѬᦡНՃᠫູὊੈ̓௧ಪ
౧ᄊὊඋݠဘښबþ१ÿ౧
ݞὊѾᰴὊᥧੈ̓ᐰࠀबþ१ÿ
ǍͿંʷ˔þ१þबѣ̀ὊͿၹ
ᤈ˔ֶྡऄࣜѿᄊˌ᜵ὊఞࠔǍ

ੈࣲ̓ښᣐᓨషࠒʽᄊઆКඋѿᄊႇच
᜶ᰴὊඋ̓͘ੈݠ᭤̳ጺ҂ښʷ˔ࣲ
ᣐᓨషࠒᄊॲηʽஊ̤˦ˌ᜵Ὂಖᮥট
˦иὊᗀট˦иὊটನଈѣѿ̡ᄺ
҂̀ͮదਓគ҂ᄊ͉ϙǍ

In recent years, China has been
increasingly driven by commercial
enterprises and power-driven structures (Long Museum, Yuz, etc.) that
play a vital role in supporting the
development of the arts in China, especially in Shanghai. Do you think
MadeIn’s success is directly related
to this particular situation?
Of course. If China had not reformed
and raised the GDP, how would we
have the capital to practice art? If I
don’t even have enough food to keep
me full, I obviously won’t care about
art. So the relationship is quite direct.
Being based in China, what sort of
challenges has MadeIn faced?
We’re still in the first stage of things—
we have not boldly begun with what

DQ: ˗ڎဘښᡕᡕܳˊᠫవү
ᄊᎿషᯞ֗ቇᫎᴝӰྭᯞὊॴᏤᎿ
షᯞὊ߲̓ࠫஃે˗ڎᓨషԧ࡙Ὂ
Х௧ʽ๒ᄊᓨషԧ࡙ὊЦద᧘᜶ͻ
ၹǍͿᝀ४ᮇНՃᄊੇҪ֗˗ڎᤈመ
ྲ൴ᄊৱцదదᄰଌᄊТጇὝ
XZ: ेཀྵదТጇὊݠ౧˗ڎˀஈ᭩न
ஊὊˀᤉᛡ GDP ܸവʽូὊͿד
ᨑϢᓨషճὝੈݠ౧ᯌՉˀᯐὊੈ˷
ˀ͘ԝТॷᓨషὊਫ਼̿ेཀྵదᄰଌ
ᄊТጇǍ

we set out to do. This age provides
you with many opportunities: I don’t
have to queue up behind whatever
number of Western artists; I don’t
have to abide by Western rules. As
you said, capital provides many possibilities. But capital itself is a massive
trap—and it’s not just capital. Many
play the cards of cultural difference,
of politics.
I had a chat with an artist a while
back, during which I asked him, “Your
work criticizes society, and yet you
drive a BMW, live in a villa; the object
you are criticizing has actually brought
you the fortune you enjoy. I believe
that is the nature of the movement of
capital.” He replied, “I was poor for
more than ten years before selling my
paintings.” I said, “To borrow some
concepts from the investment world,
what you have been through is called
the success of the first round of financing. You were not worth a penny, and
then you achieved some good results,
earning an Angel Investment.”
To put it simply: “No Idealism.” Ide-

alism pervades all kinds of systems.
It is the belief that as long one does
his work well, with no concern for
the system, whether it be capitalism or communism, he will be rewarded. However, I am concerned
with the advancement of my sense
of existence. That is to say, have I
evolved? Who or what is my counterpart? The Renaissance reached a
certain height; so did Impressionism and Modernism. To what degree
should I advance myself?
Of course, this also comes down to
specificity. For example, the Internet
era has changed almost all forms of
understanding of previously existing
systems. What, then, should an artist
do? You appeal to truth, good, beauty
and authenticity, yet your audience
is changing, and if you don’t change
yourself, what are you to express?
Mere nostalgia? The world of ten
years ago?
Many professional (technical) issues
can be discussed, but unfortunately,
the art world in China still examines

artworks in a moral sense. Some believe that artists should be critical and
reflective of society, while the others
believe they should be independent.
This is all nonsense. Show me how
independent you can be, whether in
China or the U.S. We should not focus
too much on issues that are personal.
It’s this simple: What have you produced? Is it interesting? We should
start from there.

DQ: ͻ˞ʷ˔˗ڎНՃὊᮇНՃ᭧
˚ᄊ્੍ద̏דὝ
XZ: ੈ̓ХࠄኄʷᦐὊਇϢᄊ
̃ৱᤇద߹ЛஊनᑮनݽǍᤈ˔
̽ፌ̀Ϳॢܳ͘Ὂඋੈݠˀၹଆଆ
ܳॢښ᜵வᓨషࠒՑ᭧Ὂੈ˷ˀၹᥖ߶
᜵வᄊѷǍࡃ˞ڂϸͿឭᄊὊᠫ
వፌ̀ͿॢܳԻᑟভὊͮ௧ᠫవవᢶ˷
௧ʷ˔ॢܸᄊᬞǍˀА௧ᠫవὊඋݠ
ឭܸࠒ੪ӑࣀपᄊྡὊ੪ᄊྡǍ
ੈҒʷᡲʷ˔ᓨషࠒښᐊὊੈឭὊͿ
ˀ௧Ѽᇫ͘ՙὝԦឭὊͿनᅌࠃ
ᯱὊͱᅌѿܓὊͿѼᄊࠫ៶˷ፌͿࣜ
̀Ϳ̚Ԫᄊ᠉ࠝǍੈᝣ˞ᤈࡃ௧̭ܹ
ᠫవ॰ဗᄊሮǍ̵ឭὊੈ˷௧ቄ̀ӡ
їࣲ੦ંႇӮǍੈឭὊોིઆᠫႍᄊ
ഐঐὊͿᤈ˔ԷϢᯫర"ᣃᚸᠫੇҪὊ

ͿԔʷˀϙὊՑϢѣགੇὊ
҂ܹΎઆᠫ̀Ǎÿ
ॢእӭὊʷԲភþదေਇ˟˧ÿ
ǍښˀՏ҄एʾὊ̡ᦐదေਇ˟˧Ὂ
ࡃ௧Զ᜶ંˌ᜵ϢݞὊˀТॷ̤˦҄
एὊᠫవ˟˧ǌС̗˟˧ὊੈˀԝᏦ
ᘽὊԶ᜶ંˌ᜵ϢݞὊˀኮ߲ˌவ᜵
வᄊǍͮੈТॷੈߛښਖᄊЏᤉভὊ
ࡃ௧ឭੈదదᤉӑὝੈᄊࠫऄྭ௧
ឺὝᓨܭУ҂ᤈ˔ሮए̀Ὂӿ៶ึ
҂ᥧ˔ሮए̀Ὂဘ̽˟˧҂ᥧ˔ሮए
̀Ὂੈऄស҂̤˦ሮएὝ
ेཀྵὊᤈ๘ԣ҂˄ˊভǍඋݠឭὊဘ
ښᎪፏ̽ஈԫ̀ї˫ਫ਼దԔࠫை
దጇፒᄊᝣគǍᥧ˦ᓨషࠒট˦ҩὝ
ͿרᄾؓᎿ֗ᄾࠄভὊͿᄊࠫ៶ᦐ
ښԫὊͿˀஈԫͿᒭࣂὊᥧͿ᛫ဘ̤

˦քὝԶᑟ௧খைՙὝԶᑟ௧ӡࣲҒ
ᄊᥧ˔ˇႍՙὝ
ॢܳ˄ˊᄊ᫈ᮥ௧Ի̿ᝧᄊὊͮԻ
৹ὊڎЯᄊᓨషႍᤇښၹ᥋ॴ᜶
රᓨషͻֶὊඋݠឭὊద̡ᝣ˞ᓨషࠒ
ऄសదѼভǌᇫ͘ভὊᤇదʷӧ̡ᝣ
˞Ὂᓨషࠒˀऄសదᇫ͘ভὊᓨషࠒऄ
ស࿘ቡǍᤈЛǍͿ࿘ቡፌੈᄺᄺὊˀ
ኮͿڎ˗ښᎿڎὊͿ࿘ቡፌੈᄺᄺὝਫ਼
̿ˀऄសएूូ˔̡ভᄊˌ᜵Ὂࡃ௧
ॢእӭὊͿϢ̤̀˦Ὕᤈ˔ˌ᜵దద
ᡚὝႀᤈ˔࡙नǍ
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In your last solo show at the Long
Museum, the entirety of MadeIn’s
output was presented at the same
time—all existing editions of each
work. It looked amazing, and was
a very smart way to use the monumental space of the museum. It is
also a very evident sign of the fact
that all is “objectified” in the art
world, and that this trend is more
and more prevalent all around, not
just in China. As a writer, I’m personally interested in the pioneering
field that uses commercial spaces
and language in the art world. The

DQ: ͿښᴝӰྭᯞᄊ˔࡙Ὂਫ਼దᄊͻ
ֶᄊˀՏྠవஊښʷᡑ࡙ ᄺʽԝ
౧᭤ݞὊၹᤈመவขΎၹӰྭᯞ
ᄊࢽܸቇᫎ᭤ᐓǍԳܱᤇదʷ˔

MONOӭܦ᥋

question is: Is there a possibility of
keeping the revolutionary aspect of
art while playing with the commercial world?
I don’t occupy myself with such concerns. I simply do whatever I like. I
rarely stop to consider what a commercial space needs. At this point,
shouldn’t we be taking our own initiative? You can’t say “I’m sorry, this
is an academic setting, please be academic.” It would be absurd! This
form of academia is a gift of charity.
So what use does it have? The academic must be able to survive the
challenge of reality. That is the real
academia. Otherwise, it is just empty talk.

I was in charge of domestic projects
at BizArt, organizing solo and group
exhibitions. The communication with
the artists, mutual understanding and
learning, were the activities I enjoyed
the most. I actually learned a great
deal from my BizArt experience. It
was like growing up. After all, I believe that I developed many of my
good habits in elementary school, such
as waking up early and going to bed
late, treating others sincerely, being
unafraid of power, etc.

things are related to artistic creation,
but they more frequently seem to apply to the other projects I must regularly deal with, particularly tasks
involving communication, coordination and management. The important
thing is that I don’t feel stagnant. I
feel like I’m in a state where I can
learn, change and adjust at any time.

How do you evaluate your transition from such activities to being
the CEO of MadeIn? What kind of
skills and responsibilities are entailed?

Not so much, thanks to the Internet.
You can think of me as an ascetic
monk; after a while, I became used
to it. If I can’t go, it doesn’t matter; it
saves me some time in any case. Every
day, I have plenty of time to work,
to do things that I like and that I'm
concerned about.

Here’s a personal question, since
we worked together for a decade at
BizArt—a not-for-profit art centre,
the first organization of its kind in
Shanghai, which we co-founded in
1998. What did you take away from
that experience?

At present, playing the role of an
artist is a very small part of my responsibilities. I am pretty adept at
programming something, directing it
towards an ambitious goal, upholding
my personal values, insisting on my
own needs. Apparently, all of these

ဘࠄὊࡃ௧ᓨషˇႍ˗ᄊþྭӑÿ௧
ʷ˔ॢ௭ᄊᤜ៶Ὂᤈመᡖҹˀ̩ښ
˗ڎὊˇښႍՊᦐڡᡕᡕ௭Ǎܸ
៰వ̡ࠫˊښቇᫎᄊΎၹ֗ࠫᓨష
ឦᝓᄊᤂၹ˨ᫎᤉᛡЏᩤভᄊ࠽តॢ
ਖУᡚὊ᫈ᮥ̆ښˇˊښႍ˗Ὂ
దదԻᑟδેᓨషᄊЏᩤভὝ
XZ: ੈ̰ˀᏦᘽᤈመ᫈ᮥὊੈਇࣰ
ُࡃࣰُǍੈᝀ४ᤈԷదʷགག࿘ቡ
গएǍੈ̰ˀԝᏦᘽὊˊቇᫎ᜶ᤈ
ನʷགὊᥧನʷགὊॢ࠶ᏦᘽǍ̭ܹˀ
ࡃ௧ښᤈ̏வ᭧Ὂ᛫ဘ̡ᄊ˟үভՙὝ
ͿˀᑟឭþࠫˀᡑὊ̭ܹߦషᄊڤ
ՌὊឰͿߦషགǍÿᤈˀ௧ՙὝᤈመ
ߦష௧᜶ᯌ᜶ᄊὊద̤˦ၹὝߦష
ॹᮌፃԪͱဘࠄᄊᏦᰎὊᤈ੦௧ᄾࠄᄊ
ߦషὊˀཀྵࡃ௧ጮʽេФǍ

DQ: ܸ៰ᤇదʷ˔ሓ̡ᄊ᫈ᮥ Ὂ˞ڂ
Ϳ̓˨ҒᔉӡࣲᫎՌͻ̀උᏣὊͿᝣ
˞త̚ԪϢඋᏣᄊ௧דவ᭧ὝͿߦ҂̀
̏דὝ
XZ: ੈԔښඋᏣ᠇᠊ڎЯᄊᮊᄬὊ
ᡲᓨషࠒᤰὊϢ˔࡙֗Ꮖ࡙Ὂత̚
ԪᄊԻᑟᤇ௧ᤈڱὊᤰὊ̀ᝍὊ̉
ᄱߦ˸ǍੈښඋᏣХࠄߦ҂ॢܳὊᤈ
ࡃϸੇ᫂Ὂవᢶښᤈ˔ࣲᴔὊᥧ˔ࣲ
ᴔὊˀኮ˔דښНՃὊࡃ௧ੇ᫂Ǎੈ
ᝀ४ੈॢܳॢݞᄊ˸ਅᦐ௧࠵ߦЩੇ
ᄊὊ උݠொᡑ௹ᅔǌድҧᄩǌॠ̡
ᄾបǌˀႏిǌឱݠዝǍ
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DQ: Ϳ̰ЛᐌԠˁඋᏣ҂ᄬҒઞ͊
ᮇᄊᏥὊᤈːመᝈᓤ˨ᫎὊ᜶රͿЦ
దটನᡔᡕᓨషࠒᢶ͋ᄊᑟ֗ᐌ᠊Ὕ

You never travel by plane. Do you
ever feel that you are geographically
constrained?

keen curiosity. This is actually very
challenging, because you no longer
consider yourself this or that—you
become something like a container, or a cash dispenser; you take in,
and you dispense, serving society
and benefiting mankind. It is possible that what you take in today is
political, and what you take in tomorrow is entertainment. Everything
is possible.
What kind of role do aesthetics play
in your work? We are all very familiar with your deliciously beautiful
cake painting, which was part of
your American debut at the Armory
Show in New York. But at the same
time, not all your work is aesthetically pleasing. How do you reconcile
these different approaches?

To keep living, feverishly and with

Everything originates from demand.
This age has made us not so simple,
or single-minded, because information reconfigures in different ways,
one ceaselessly encounters new im-

XZ: ̰ੈဘښឭὊᓨషࠒᄊҪᑟ௧
ੈॢ࠵ᄊʷᦊѬҪᑟǍੈᙺୱ᫂͵ݠ
ѳʷ˔̃ৱὊ͵ݠՔʷ˔ᤊܸᄊᄬ
ಖὊેڲ͵ݠᒭࣂᄊ͉ϙὊેڲᒭࣂ
ᄊᭊ᜶Ǎेཀྵᤈᦐᡲᓨషѹͻ˷దТὊ
ͮఞܳᄊѣဘࣱښᄊᮊᄬ˗ὊЦʹᄊ
ᤰǌөូǌኮေǍ᧘ག௧ੈదϣ໕
ਖǍੈᝀ४ᒭࣂښܫ᭤ݞᄊᬤߦ
˸ǌᬤԫӑǌᬤូடᄊ࿄গǍ

DQ: ᥧ˦ࠫͿឭὊॷᄊ᫈ᮥ௧̤
˦Ὕ
XZ: ࡃ௧Уڡǌࣜదूཊڡॷ݉ݞၷ
ߛʾԝǍХࠄᤈ˔௧ॢᬲᄊ ὊͿ˞ڂ
ࣃፃˀંᒭࣂेੇ̤˦̤˦ὊͿࡃϸ˔
ࠔ٨ὊੋᏨʷ˔ԩ൜ὊᜉᤉԝὊՓѣ
Ὂᤵሉᇫ͘Ὂᤵሉ̡ዝǍԻᑟ̭ܹᜉ
ᤉԝᄊ௧Ὂܹᜉᤉԝᄊ௧˭ޡὊ
ᦐదԻᑟǍ

DQ: ͿˀگᮻὊ͘ˀ͘దϋᝀ४
ᒭࣂڡښေʽᜂᬍ҄̀Ὕ
XZ: ᤇݞὊᤇݞద̉ᐏᎪǍͿ˷Ի̿ਇ
៶֗࠻ህ൘Ὂᫎ᫂̀Ὂ˷ࡃ˸ਅ̀Ὂ
ˀԝࡃˀԝ̀Ὂ˷̤˦ὊԦᏫૠᓬጞ
ᫎᄊǍੈඈܹదܸ᧚ᄊᫎࢺͻὊԝ
Ϣᒭࣂ؞ൔᄊ̃ৱǍ

DQ: Ꮏߦښѹͻ˗ЦదটನᄊͻၹὝ
ੈ̓ᦐ᭤ྀͿښጱጞйः࡙
ʽὊॢᎿ֊ᄊᙬዽፋႇǍͮͿ˷ˀ௧
ਫ਼దᄊͻֶॎरܱښʽᦐॢᎿὊͿ
ࠫᤈ̏ˀՏᄊѹͻข௧টನͻѣᎿ
ߦʽᄊхࠀᄊὝ
XZ:
ਫ਼దᄊˌ᜵ູ̆᜶රǍᤈ˔

What is the fundamental concern
for you?
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peratives. One day you may pursue
refined beauty; tomorrow you form
judgments based on something else,
and you fall for pop art the day after.

The truth is, ask any artist what they
want from life, and the response will
be, “I want my work remembered after I die.”

What new works have you been
working on recently?

Davide Quadrio is a curator and the founder of
Arthub Asia, a production and curatorial proxy
active in Asia and worldwide. He is Associate
Editor of Kaleidoscope Asia.

Recently I’ve been working on the
“Thousand-Hand Classical Sculpture” series that was exhibited at
Long Museum. We are preparing for
next year’s events; some big, new concepts will be realized. I believe I am in
the golden age of my time, and I’m old
enough to write my version of War
and Peace. I should be able to create
something that demands attention,
something that puts a capstone on my
whole life; it comes down to a matter of luck. Some people keep their
mouths shut, and work on things secretively, because they are scared of
failure—unlike me, so shameless, saying it out loud first.

All images courtesy of Xu Zhen / MadeIn Company;
Long March Space, Bejing; ShanghArt, Shanghai;
and James Cohan, New York/Shanghai.

That’s because of your confidence.

̽ᝨͿˀᥧ˦ӭʷὊˀᥧ˦˄ʷὊ
˞ڂηৌ᧘ጸவरˀʷನὊͿ͘ˀல
̗ၷழᄊ᜶රǍ̭ܹͿԻᑟᤝරʷʾ
ᎿὊܹͿ̤ࠫ˦ˌ᜵దᄺขὊՑܹ
ԡᝀ४ฉᙺݞǍ

DQ: తᤃښϢ̏דழͻֶὝ
XZ:
తᤃࡃ௧ᴝᎿషᯞӢᮃᤈ
̏ͻֶὊੈ̓ښюܬࣲᄊำүὊ͘
దЛழᄊܸᄊনѣǍੈᝀ४ੈဘ
ښښ᳧Ὂ˷҂̀иǒ੍̂ˁ֗
ࣱǓᄊࣲᴔ̀ǍͿऄស͘ѣဘʷ̏᭤
ळ̡ฌᄬᄊὊืᔊᄈˇᄊˌ᜵̀Ὂ
ᄺᤂඡ̀Ǎద̡̏֫ᅌྥὊϧϧࣰڡ
ᤈ˔̃ৱὊণࣰˀੇὊˀϸੈဘښὊ
ᥧ˦ˀ᜶ᑵὊЏؗѣǍ

DQ: Ϳ˞ڂᒭηُǍ
XZ: ࠄᬅʽ௧ᤈನᄊὊͿ᫈ඈ˔ᓨష
ࠒὊͿਇࣰُὝ̡൫̀Ὂˌ᜵႑ᅌǍ

ਫ਼దڏϸᲞ៙१ᮇНՃǌ᫂ढ़ቇᫎӒ̛ǌᯮಫጪႇ
चʽ๒֗James Cohanႇचጱጞʽ๒Ǎ
˭ܸ៰௧ʷͯኖ̡࡙֗A r t h u b ̎ฯᄊѹ̡ݽὊʷᫎ
ำᡤ̆̎ฯǌ᭧ՔЛုᄊѹͻǌኖ࡙̽ေНՃǍ̵௧
ǒKaleidoscope AsiaǓᄊҞᎄᣤǍ

